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Abstract: Biometric systems such as the fingerprint based, iris based or face recognition based are being 
widely used for personal verification and identification. The systems based on the vein pattern analysis is 
the most recent approach falling in this category. It uses the large network of blood vessels underneath 
the skin as the feature for identification. This system provides contactless image acquisition and the vein 
pattern details can’t be forged easily, thus making is better as compared to the other techniques. In the 
proposed system, the translational effects are minimized by taking the region of interest (ROI) at center 
of hand. This is done by detection of centroid. The key features used for matching purpose are the line 
segments extracted using Hough Transform. Finally, the authentication of the users is proved on the basis 
of the matching algorithm. Here the Modified Hausdorff Distance is used for the matching purpose which 
gives the False Acceptance Rate (FAR) of 0.2% and False Rejection Rate (FRR) of 0.1%. Analysis is 
performed on the images acquired from CIR biometrics database. 

Keywords: Image processing, Identification and verification of dorsal hand vein, Infrared imaging (IR), 
Hausdorff distance. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Biometrics is the science and technology of measurement and analysis which works on the principle of 
measurable physiological or behavioral characteristics. It is being considered as the framework of extremely 
secure identification and private verification solutions. The increase of the security breaches and frauds have led 
to the development of more secure biometric recognition system.  As a result, the need for extremely secure 
identification and verification technologies is increasing. Biometric based recognition system has several 
applications like secure electronic banking, investing, money transactions, enforcement and health and social 
services. Biometric analysis is divided into two phases: Enrollment phase and recognition phase. Enrollment 
includes initial profile measurements for information storage. It is usually slow and considers multiple 
measurements. In recognition, the matching of the selected profile with the stored template is done. Examples of 
biometric system are face, fingerprint, iris, retinal scan etc. These systems have their own benefits and 
drawbacks. One of the major drawbacks of face recognition based systems is that they are not user friendly. The 
user needs to make contact with the system to acquire the image. In iris based systems, eye is exposed to light 
radiation causing inconvenience to the user. However recently, vein pattern recognition has become a brand-
new technique for identity. 

The vein based system have various advantages as compared to the other systems. They offer contactless image 
acquisition. The subcutaneous vascular pattern called hand vein that is on the rear of the hand is extremely 
troublesome to forge. Therefore, it ensures promising biometric. The hand veins on the dorsum are basically of 
two types: cephalic and basilica veins. The basilica veins are the vein cluster connected to the surface of the 
hand. It consists of the higher limb of the rear of the hand. The cephalic veins are the cluster of veins connected 
with the elbow of the hand [6]. The shape of the hand veins slightly changes with the change in the length of the 
body from childhood. Therefore, no major changes occur within the adult life that makes the vein pattern quite 
stable for the people of age group 20 - 50. After that, with the decrease in the bones strength and muscle, the 
system begins to shrink. These changes minutely affect the vein patterns making them loose and thus affecting 
their size. Some diseases that influence the vascular system are sugar levels, high blood pressure, disorder and 
tumors. They modify the veins making them thick or skinny. Considering the above factors, we have optimized 
our technique for better results. 

Vein pattern biometrics is a huge area of research. Various researchers have contributed to this field. In 1991, 
the first biometric system proposed by P.Macgregor and R.Welford used the filments made of tungsten for 
illumination. The vein structure was plotted manually to extract features but this was not helpful for practical 
purpose [1]. In 2008, Li Xueyan and Guo Shuxu used the thermal imaging for image acquisition. Thermal 
imaging is useful under certain temperature condition only, therefore this technique got limited to some systems 
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only [4]. In 2009, Ajay Kumar, K. Venkata Prathyusha proposed the use of knuckle tips as the key feature for 
identification. It had a disadvantage that displacement of the hand may sometime not cover the kuckle tips [5]. 
Ricardo Janes, Augusto Ferreira Brand in 2014 used the curvelet transform for feature detection which 
introduced some losses in the image [6]. Later in 2015, M. Rajalakshmi, R. Rengaraj , used the delaunay's 
principle for finding vein ending and bifurcation points as the key features. This principle is difficult to 
implement if there are less number of points. This fails in case the extracted veins do not have huge number of 
points extracted [7]. On the other hand, the proposed system uses the line segments for authentication which 
give more accurate results as compared to previous work [8]. 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

This paper presents an approach to authenticate the individuals based on their dorsal hand vein pattern. This 
approach utilizes the dorsal hand vein images which are acquired form a low cost, contactless Near Infrared 
(NIR) camera. 

The architecture of the system is presented below: (fig 1) 

 
Fig 1. Block diagram of the system 

A. Image acquisition 

Image acquisition can be done in two ways. Either by Far Infrared (FIR) imaging or Near Infrared (NIR) 
Imaging. FIR light having wavelength in the range of 400nm to 700nm works on the principle that the veins 
have higher temperature than the surroundings and a thermal imaging camera can be used to get the image. 
But this systems had a disadvantage that when used in the open region, it can introduce noise in the image and 
thus requires more preprocessing. The NIR image acquisition technique has number of advantages over the 
other techniques. NIR light having wavelength of 700nm – 900nm can transmit through the skin upto 3mm 
depth. The veins have deoxygenated blood in them and the NIR light is completely absorbed by the blood. 
Due to this, the veins appear to be darker than the rest of the region in the image taken form NIR camera. This 
makes the veins clearly visible as dark foreground and skin as light background. Here the NIR imaging is 
used. Since such a process is costly and general webcam doesn’t give the good quality images suitable for 
analysis. The images have been taken from a free web source CIR biometrics database. It consists of 50 
images of different users. Fig 2 shows one of the database images. 

 
Fig 2. Acquired Images 
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B. Preprocessing and extraction of Region Of Interest (ROI) 

The captured image is converted to a grayscale image. This is important as the gray images can be 
manipulated easily at the later stages. Further the histogram equalization is performed in order to improve the 
contrast of the image. This helps in getting the details accurately and more clearly. The images acquired from 
the NIR camera may not necessarily have zero noise level. In order to extract a clear vein pattern, noise 
removal is required. A median filter is employed for this purpose. Then thresholding is done in order to get a 
clear view of background and foreground. This is done by Otsu method. It is a global thresholding method 
which computes a threshold value that is used to transform a grey image to the binary image. Fig 4 shows the 
result of thresholding. 

 
Fig 3. Thresholding 

After thresholding, the main aim is to select the Region of Interest which is done by extracting the centroid. A 
uniform area of 200 * 200 is grown around the centroid and is used for further analysis. This is the optimized 
region of interest as it includes the necessary area for analysis. The features to be analyzed are extracted from 
this region only. Under normalized conditions, ROI should include the same region when different dorsal 
hand vein images are considered. The below figure (fig 4) shown the region of interest with centroid 
detection. 

                                       
Fig 4. Region Of Interest selection 

C. Feature extraction 

For feature extraction Line Edge Map (LEM) technique is used. It works by first binarizing the image, then 
skeletonization and finally the line segment generation. 

Once the preprocessing is done, the quality of the image improves but the vein pattern is still surrounded by 
many faint white regions. In order to obtain a better vein pattern, separation of the vein pattern from the 
background of the image is necessary. For this, the global thresholding by ‘Otsu’ method has been used. It 
works by creating a binary image by replacing all the values above a threshold with 1s and setting all other 
values to 0s. This creates a binarized image. Fig 5 shows the binarized veins of selected region. 
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Fig 5.  Binarization 

After binarization, the vein may appear thick and it may be difficult to extract the required features. In order to 
obtain the clear features for matching purpose, skeletonization has been applied. This extracts the skeleton of the 
vein patterns successfully and preserves the shape of the vein patterns. This produces a single pixel wide 
skeleton which is easy to analyze as shown in fig 6. 

 
 

Fig 6. Skeletonization 

Skeletonization gives the perfect size for the vein analysis. The vein structure thus formed can be represented by 
the number of line segments. These line segments are used as a feature to match the vein patterns and hence can 
be used to identify a person. To obtain the line segments from the vein pattern, the Hough transform has been 
used. Hough transform works by first detecting the Hough peaks in the vein pattern and then draws it in the 
form of a structural array. The line segments are generated depending upon the length specified. Here minimum 
length for the line segments is 20 (arbitrary units). All the line segments below this threshold are ignored. Fig 8 
shows the line segments generated  

 
Fig 7. Line segment generation 
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D. Matching algorithm 
In order to verify the performance of the system, the generated line segments are matched using the Modified 
Hausdorff Distance algorithm (MHD). It is a measure for comparing the similarity of two point sets. MHD 
works by computing the forward and backward distance between the two point sets and gives the output as the 
minimum of both. Here the threshold for MHD is set to 10. If the distance between the two pointsets is less or 
equal to 10, then it indicates that the user is the authorized one. This is implemented using a GUI as shown 
below:  

 

 
 

Fig 8. GUI 
 

III. CONCLUSION 

The Dorsal Hand Vein system thus proposed has an advantage that the region of interest is selected around the 
centroid which minimizes the translational effects making it more stable. Future work involves working on a 
larger database and considering the factors affected by age and various diseases. Minimization of the rotational 
effects can also be considered for improving the performance of the system. 
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